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Introduction

of the Pere

Railroad Depot brought

this locally significant building and its
inherently sustainable

features back

from the brink of demolition-by
neglect to prominence
community.

in the

interventions

Heritage-conservation

applied to a locally significantbuilding
can enhance its inherentlysustainable
features and collectively demonstrate
the compatibility between sustainability
and

conservation.

heritage

The

compre

hensive treatments employed at the Pere
Marquette Railroad Depot in Bay City,
Michigan, restored or reconstructed the
depot's

depot

features.1

character-defining

of the elements typically found in

Many

architecture

(e.g., wide,

over

hanging canopies and numerous large
windows) were intended tomake the
buildings more comfortable and possi
blymore energy efficient in a low-tech
world.

interventions

The

recently

un

dertaken have allowed the depot to
regain the advantages these features
once

provided.

The goal of conserving original fabric
was met by recycling and reusing build
ing components and materials wherever
possible. Where original fabric had been
lost, the design approach considered
both conservation and sustainability
objectives in choosing whether tomatch
historic features or to complement them
with

new

treatments.

preservation

funding

As

a result

sources

and

of pro
regula

toryoversight specific to the project,

conflicts

that arose

between

conserva

tion and sustainability treatments, such
as whether to insulate the exteriorwalls,
were resolved consistently on the side of
conservation.

The Building
itwas built in 1904, the Pere
Marquette Railroad Depot was a major
stop for the Flint and PereMarquette
Railroad Company in Bay City,Michi
gan, a center of lumber processing for
the shipbuilding and homebuilding-kit
industries (Fig. 1). In 1953, with the

When

decline of rail service, the depot was
repurposed as a Greyhound bus station,
which served the community until
1969, afterwhich the building stood
vacant, the victim of vandalism, fire,
and

progressive

deterioration.

The building was listed in theNa
tional Register ofHistoric Places in
1982, with hopes that funding could be
secured for comprehensive rehabilita
tion.However, itwas not until 2002
that a feasible plan was approved, fol
lowed by several years needed to secure
funding.Design work was completed in
2005. The project was bid on and
awarded in 2007, and in the fall of 2008
the rehabilitationwork was completed
and the building reoccupied.
The depot was designed in an eclectic
Prairie Style,with long horizontal lines,
orange iron-spot brick exteriorwalls,
eaves.
Its 66-foot
overhanging
tall observation
tower, wrap-around
ornamental
metal
and
canopy,
brackets,

and wide,

porte-cochere

entrance

are character

defining features of itsuse as a train
depot. Unfortunately, these features
were all removed in 1953, when itwas
converted into a bus station (Fig. 2). On
the interior,

extensive

use

of natural

finish,quarter-sawn oak for the open
staircase,

4-foot-high

and

wainscoting,

interiorcasings was also consistentwith
the Prairie Style.A newspaper article
dating from the station's opening in
1904 describes the handsome interior
waiting room, public lounges, and "neat
and commodious" offices.2Although the
second-floor offices survived generally
intact, the first-floor
waiting room and
public lounges had been stripped of their
wood-and-marble

wainscoting

and

radically altered (Fig. 3).
The depot's exteriorwalls of three
and four-wythebrick are truemasonry
bearing walls. Coursed rubble limestone,
known locally as rock-faced shoddies,

21
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Railroad Depot, Bay City Station, Michigan, c. 1904.
Fig. 1. Pere Marquette
The depot was conveniently located between the downtown commercial
area and the adjacent residential neighborhood. Courtesy of the author.

form

the 4-foot-high

Sawn

base.

sand

stone,which forms a continuous band
under thewindows on both floors, is
also used for brackets around the build
ing. One

course

of egg-and-dart

pressed

brick embellishes the brickwork near the
top of thewalls. The exterior face brick
is not headered into the double- and
triple-wythestructural back-up brick;
instead, themortar bond and returns at
frequentopenings key themasonry
together.All of themasonry is grouted
solid, and there is no cavity nor any
header course or anchors; the fullwall

thickness bears theweight of thewall
and structureabove without the benefit
of anymechanical anchors. The full
thickness of fourwythes without piers
or lateral bracing was needed to stiffen
the 22-foot-high walls of thewaiting
room.

The masonry walls of the depot are
capped by a heavy timber-framedroof,
with trusses spaced at 16 feeton center.
The roof supports traditional clay-tile
roofing and is naturally vented by evenly
spaced

louvered

dormers.

Underneath

this long roof, the building is divided
into twomain sections (Fig. 4). The
south half is a two-storywaiting room,
with a ticketoffice at the bay window.
The north half historically housed the
baggage or freightrooms on the first
floor,with offices on the second floor.
Comfort rooms, or lounges, on the first
floor

accommodated

travelers

and

rail

road employees who worked in the
building. The central stair tower,with its
oak-trimmed,

open

staircase,

provides

the only interiorconnection between the

2010

Fig. 2. West elevation, 2002, prior to reconstruction. The tower and
are damaged or boarded up. Holes
canopies are missing, and the windows
in the roof and unscreened dormers allowed pigeons
into the attic. Cour
tesy of Andy Rogers.

north and south halves of the building,
as well as access to the second floor and
attic.

In 2005 conditions were at their
worst, and the amount of original detail
and significantfeatures that had been
lost presented a significantchallenge to
documenting
features
and

the structure's
then

as-built

recommending

repairs.

Poor-quality asphalt shingle roofing
from themid-1990s had done little to
keep out rain or pigeons, resulting in the
complete loss of the second-floor ceiling
plaster. Several areas of face brick had
become detached from the back-up
masonry. All of the ornamental plaster
in thewaiting room was lost, except for
fragmentsconfirming the original pro
files; remainingwall plaster was in very
poor condition due to fire,water dam
age, and broken keys in thewood lath.
No mechanical equipment, plumbing
fixtures,or original piping remained in
the building. No lightfixtures remained,
and most old wiring had been pulled
from thewalls and ceilings. Even the
central chimney had collapsed under its
own weight into the partial basement.
Defining the Project: Owner and
Project-Team Perspectives
The Great Lakes Center Foundation
(GLCF) is the real-estate holding orga
nization of the Bay Area Community
Foundation (BACF), now the depot's
primary tenant. BACF proved to be an
ideal tenant for the depot, because their
space needs fit so well into the build
ing's historic floor plan. The second

floor officeswere easily adapted to
become the BACF offices and board
room. The baggage area on the first
floor lent itselfwell to becoming an
open office for the local Convention
and Visitor's

Bureau.

removal

After

of

the 1950s overstory, thewaiting room
was restored to itsoriginal two-story
height and reopened to the public; the
reconstructed ticket booth is used to
disseminate

information

to visitors.

GLCF pulled together funding for the
project from a wide variety of sources. A
TEA-21 grant3 from theMichigan De
partment of Transportation (MDOT)
funded 25 percent of construction
costs.4MDOT
funds, tied strictlyto
restoration of the exterior envelope and
thewaiting-room interior,stipulated
decisions.

preservation-based

Once

the

initialMDOT
grantwas received, other
grantmonies followed, all in support of
interventions

for heritage-conservation

treatments that adhered to the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards forRehabili
tation. The Section 106 review process
ensured that the proposed work would
have no adverse affecton the property,
again reinforcingheritage conservation
without consideration of sustainability.5
Federal

historic-preservation

tax

creditswere sold to a for-profitpartner;
to enable the project to capture an
additional

5 percent

state preservation

tax credit, the city became a Certified
Local Government and designated the
depot

as a

single-resource

historic

dis

trict.Again, in order to capture the tax
credits, the proposed work at the depot
had to be in compliance with the Secre
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Fig. 4. Floor plans, 2005. Second-floor offices were restored, and the first
floor ticket booth and porte cochere at the east entrance were recon
structed to match historic drawings. The open staircase was preserved,

room interior,2002, prior to restoration. The steel overstory
Fig. 3. Waiting
has been re
joists inserted in 1957 are visible; the marble wainscoting
moved,

and damage to the plaster, windows,
Evans |Architects.

and doors

is visible. Photo

and an elevator was

graph by Quinn

taryof the Interior's Standards forReha
bilitation.
No

comparable

incentive

programs

supported a sustainable-design strategy
or rewarded the inherent sustainability
of the overall preservation project, nor
were there any regulations requiring
sustainable design.Without regulations
requiring attainment of specific sustain
ability objectives, the owner was not
invested in selecting sustainable materi
als. During

construction,

for instance,

the owner substituted standard plastic
laminate for the specified pressed-fiber
wheat-board cabinets and linoleum
countertops in the office suites. These
small quantities and low dollar value did
not overly affect the project's sustain
ability objectives, but theydo illustrate
how funding incentives,governmental
regulations, or a desire to achieve a
competitive ratingmay be necessary to
maintain leverage and to keep all parties
committed to installing specified prod
ucts and following specified procedures.
Although the client did not want to
pursue LEED certification, the architect
encouraged

sustainable

interventions

thatwere compatible with and often

enhanced

the owner's

focus

on

conserva

tion.6LEED 2.0 (in effectat the time of
initialdesign work) creditswere evalu
ated, and itappeared that the project
would be able to attain certification.
This "passing" score demonstrated the
sustainable features of the original
design and the embodied value of an
existing building near the city center.

Quinn

inserted at the former vault location. Drawing

was hired
I
Quinn Evans Architects
by theGLCF to be the designers for the
project, with Macmillan Associates, Inc.,
providing structural,mechanical, and
services.7

electrical-engineering

Initial research turned up copies of
the 1904 original plan and elevation
drawings. These documents greatly
aided the task ofmeasuring existing
conditions for base drawings. They were
equally important in understanding the
original design of the tower and treat
ment of thewindows and doors. A
second set of drawings from 1957 docu
the alterations

mented

for bus-station

use and insertionof overstory offices in
the upper half of the formerwaiting
room. Historic photos assisted with the
chronology of changes and helped verify
that the building was actually built as
designed.
Multiple
The

Interventions

approach

to treatment

was

charac

terized by a commitment to restore the
depot's

character-defining

features,

and

to integrate

to

satisfy an adaptive-use program for

contemporary

use,

sustainable strategieswhere possible.
These goals set the tone of the project:
retain and repairwhat could be sal
vaged, replace what was missing, and
match or complement the original
materials, finishes, and detailing in
areas

by

|Architects.

Evans

of new work.

Reuse of existing buildings is inher
ently sustainable because it respects the

energy expended to fabricate themateri
als in the building and to construct the
building.8 To capitalize on this embod
ied energy,all materials remaining in
sound condition, includingmasonry,
wood wainscot and casings, and 90 per
cent of all doors and windows, were sal
vaged and reused on the project. As an
example, the second-floormaple flooring
was ingood condition except in a few
areas badly damaged by radiator leaks.
To ensure a good match, maple flooring
from

the south-end

board

room was

harvested to fillthese areas needing re
pair,

and

the board

room was

carpeted.9

Effortwent into finding and specify
ingmaterials thatwere regionally ex

tracted,

processed,

as

and manufactured,

well as those thatwere low-emittingand
rapidly renewable. Local materials
appropriate to thework were readily
available and incurredminimal trans
portation costs. The architects tracked
down a reference (in the 1904 Bay City
Times article) to limestone quarried in
Grindstone, Michigan, for the exterior
lowwalls; thatmaterial was still avail
able from the Bay Port Stone Quarry,
just 75 miles from the depot site, and
was used for selected replacement of the
damaged fieldstonewall. Berea sand
stone was

obtained

from a company

in

Ohio, less than 200 miles away, to
replace damaged or missing sandstone
brackets and sills, and new iron-spot
brick in a color blend that closely
matched the original brick also came
fromOhio.
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office plan and allowed the exterior
operable windows and interiorfixed
glass to function as originally intended
(Fig. 5).
For reconditioning thewindows,
with half-inch
each sash was retrofitted
insulated glass and weatherstripped to
fit snugly in itsoriginal frame; the upper
sash isfixed closed, and the lower sash
is fullyoperable, reusing the original
counterweight systemof ironweights
and chains. To install the insulated-glass
assembly required routing the sash
frame for a deeper bite on the glass and
providing beveled wood exterior stops
to secure the glass, instead of traditional
glazing
The

Fig. 5. Second-floor corridor, 2008. The oak
restored.
and maple flooringwere
wainscoting
Natural light reaches the interior corridor via
glazed partitions, transoms,
of Andy Rogers.

and doors. Courtesy

The use of durable, long-lasting
materials was cost effective 100 years
ago, and restoring thosematerials today
extends

their

service

into the next

cen

tury.The depot's windows and doors
are examples of quality materials with
remaining useful life.Although the
building had been vacant and open to
theweather formany years,most of the
window

sash,

doors,

frames,

and

compound.10
first-floor arched

are

impractical

as

costs were

were

insulated

units

and theywould not have fitwithin the
original muntin profile. Therefore, the
modified transomwork was priced two
ways: restore the existing sash with true

comparable.

The

owner

preferred to have insulated glass for all
of the glazed openings, and this decision
was approved by the State Historic
Preservation Office. At the tower entry's
arched

transom,

the muntins

were

intact

and in good condition; these sash were
restoredwith single-pane glass and putty
glazing. Being adjacent to themain en
try,energy loss and occupant comfort
were

less

important

than

conservation

the open

staircase

were

restored,

many of the building's iconic features
had been lost.The design team devel
oped three differentapproaches to
address original fabric: first,match the
historic design, recreating the original
element regardless of the sustainable
impact; second, complement the original
design with a similar butmore sustain
able design; and third, select entirely
new material, maximizing its sustainable
qualities.

With themost iconic elements of the
original depot design, such as its 66
foot-tall

observation

tower

and

protec

tive canopy, the firstapproach was

trim

were quite sound. A schedule of condi
tions,

sizes,

and

features

of extant

doors

and windows was created during the
initial investigation.This document was
used tomap each door or window as it
was removed for repair and refinishing
and then reinstalled either in itsoriginal
opening or in a new location elsewhere
in the building. Damaged wood was

repaired using theWest System of epoxy
consolidants, manufactured locally in
Bay City.
Natural daylightingwas a key sus
tainable attribute of the original design.
The building is long and narrow, with a
double-loaded interiorcorridor on the
second floor,two levels ofwindows in
thewaiting room, and largewindows in
the original baggage area. The second
floor interiorcorridor is naturally illumi
nated by borrowed-light transoms and
glass panels in the original partitions
and corridor doors. Reuse of the second
floor as offices incorporated the original

Fig. 6. Tower reconstruction, 2008. Three-wythe
brick-masonry bearing walls were grouted solid.
Photograph by Quinn Evans |Architects.

of

historic fabric.
While doors, windows, wood floors,
and

transoms

to be reglazed in the same way as the
double-hung sash, but during disassem
bly and examination, itwas determined
that theyoriginally held small-pane
divided lights; themuntins had all been
broken out and replaced by a single
pane of glass. Itwould have been impos
sible to replicate the original muntins
with insulated glass, because the small
panes

divided lightsand single-pane glazing or
replicate the look in a new sash with
applied muntins and insulated glass. The

Fig. 7. Tower reconstruction, 2008. The tower
roof is lifted into place and set on brick piers
and sandstone columns with carved sandstone
Ionic capitals. Courtesy
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PERE

Fig. 8. Southeast view of the reconstructed porte cochere and canopy,
2008. Steel brackets sit on sandstone blocks in linewith the window
transom bar and are anchored
into the brick walls. The new clay-tile roof is
inplace. Courtesy of Andy Rogers.

taken. The tower,which was removed
when the depot was converted to a bus
station,was rebuiltwith brick bearing
walls capped with a sandstone sill and
carved Ionic columns at the four cor
ners. The pyramidal clay-tile roofwas
erected on the ground and liftedby
crane to sit on top of the corner brick
and carved sandstone columns (Figs. 6
and 7). The reconstructed tower also
provided space to conceal the exhaust
ducts

and

air-intake

louvers

necessary

to

meet indoor-air-quality goals of provid
ing a large volume of freshair to the
rehabilitated offices.
The solid brickmasonry towerwalls
taper 16 inches inward from each corner
and have recessed flutingon each face.
By taking the existing brickwork down
to a consistent

course

line across

the

front (west) face, original brick could be
salvaged and used for repairs elsewhere;
new brick selected for reconstruction is
therefore less noticeable at thematch
line. New

mortar

was

colored

to match

the original dark redmortar, providing
an overall uniformityof color to the
masonry

and

obscuring

areas

of mortar

repointing and spot brick replacement.11
The reconstructed clay-tiled canopy
sweeps

around

the east,

south,

and west

sides of the firstfloor and shades the
windows. The canopy
large first-floor
reduces glare and heat build-up on the
firstfloor,which is still a problem in the
second-floor offices (Fig. 8). Historic
photographs show fabric awnings at the

second-floor

windows,

conservation

a solution

as

treatments.

In

some cases, such as specifying low-VOC
coatings, indoor air quality was im
proved without inhibiting the interior
restoration.

In other

cases,

interventions,

such as replacement of the arched tran
som windows and the damaged waiting
room floor,were accepted based on
economics and the potential for energy
savings.

The waiting-room floorwas expected
to clean up to reveal a white marble
mosaic fieldarea, bordered by a three
color mosaic

pattern

around

the perime

terof the room. However, when the
layers of dirt and debris were removed,
the floorhad many large areas ofmiss
ing tiles, and the concrete subfloorwas
badly undermined and dangerous. Deci
sions in the field included removing the
old tile and concrete subfloor and in
stalling

a new

concrete

RAILROAD

DEPOT
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Fig. 9. The first-floorwaiting room, 2008. The full height of the room was
reinstated, and the ticket booth, now used as an office to greet visitors,
was
reconstructed. Also visible are the reglazed original double-hung sash,
new applied-muntin half-round transom windows,
new marble wainscot
ing, and terrazzo floor. Courtesy of Andy Rogers.

sustainable today as 100 years ago;
these featuresmay yet be installed to
improve comfort and energy efficiency.
New clay-tile roofing brings the
building back to itsoriginal, predomi
nantly orange appearance, from the roof
down to the gray fieldstone base. Clay
tile has the environmental benefits of a
low life-cyclecost, regional rawmateri
als and fabrication, and reduction of
heat build-up in the attic.
Inside the building, design decisions
brought sustainable practices more in
line with

MARQUETTE

slab

and modern

epoxy terrazzo finish (Fig. 9).With the

old floor removed, heating was changed
to radiant hot water installed under the
slab, much more comfortable and effi
cient than the original free-standing
radiators. Although the old drawings
and extant steam-pipe chases indicated
original radiator locations, the radiant
slab presented an opportunity to save
the owner money both in installation
cost and futureheating cost.
Interior

interventions

related

to new

spaces allowed the design team to focus
on sustainable material choices and
design principles.Materials included
recycled-content

carpeting,

toilet parti

tions, and toilet room tile; low-flow
toilets and waterless urinals; light sensor
and

controls;

entry mats

built-in

to

minimize pollutant entry into the build
ing.A Kone EcoSpace Low-Rise traction
elevator was inserted at the location of a
former
access

security
between

vault

for barrier-free

floors.

The thermalmass of the exterior
walls, along with interior lath and plas
ter, works

passively

to temper

the inte

rior from outside climate conditions.
Deciding not to add insulation to these
walls enabled thewindow frames and
casings to be restoredwithout modifica
tion.Adding insulationwould have
made thewalls thicker and required
extending thewindow frameswith new
casing material to fit the openings. It
would also have added considerably to
the project cost.
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Conclusion
Saving the depot was accomplished
throughmultiple interventions that ad
dressed primarily heritage-conservation
goals, but the completed project serves
as an example of a building rehabilita
tion that is both sustainable and histori
cally appropriate. The building's ma
sonry shell and wood components are
the substrate

for new

treatments

se

lected for their low environmental
impact and potential energy savings.
The depot building was inherently
sustainable in itsoriginal design, with
generous daylighting, cross-ventilation,
and wide,

overhanging

roofs.

Conserva

tion of these original features brings
back the historic aesthetic of the build
ing and restores their role in reducing
energy use and optimizing building
performance.
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Notes
1. Father Jacques Marquette
(1637-1675),
was a French Jesuit
known as Pere Marquette,
in 1666. After
missionary who came to Quebec
languages, Pere
studying Native American
traveled west and founded Michi
Marquette
settlement at Sault Ste.
gan's first European
Marie. He ismemorialized
by several towns

TECHNOLOGY

/ 41:1,

2010

and rivers that bear his name, as well as the
Pere Marquette
Railroad Company, which was
incorporated in 1900. At its peak of operation
in 1907, the company's trackage extended from
toMichi
Buffalo, New York, across Canada
to Chicago
gan, and around Lake Michigan
and included several car ferries across the lake
toWisconsin.

2. Bay City Times, Feb. 23, 1904. The article
described the depot when itwas opened to the
art is the
public: "A beauty of the workman's
new Pere Marquette
depot, which after long
and anxious waiting is to be thrown open to

the public March
1. The last touches will be
put on this week. The exterior, with its tile
roof, and odd surroundings, presents a quaint
and many will probably say upon
appearance,
looking at it from the street, that it is not good
enough for this city, but a peep into the inside
will give one an altogether different opinion,
for then it is seen that [it] is built more for

comfort, convenience and accommodation
tha[n] for show and all agree that it is the finest
in these features, of any passenger
equipped,
depot in the state."
3. TEA-21
stands for the federal Transporta
tion Equity Act of the 21st Century. "The

Enhancement
(TE) program is a
Transportation
competitive grant program that funds projects
such as non-motorized
paths, streetscapes, and
historic preservation of transportation facilities
that enhance Michigan's
intermodal transporta
tion system and improve the quality of life for
citizens." For more information on
Michigan's
Enhancement
Michigan's
Transportation
gram, see www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,1607,

Pro

7-151-9621_17216_18231?,00.html.
4. The MDOT

2003 Award Summary identified
the following funded, i.e., participating, work:
"The project will repair the exterior of the
and replac
building by fixing existing windows
ingmissing windows,
rebuilding a demolished
tower, restoring the roof by removing the
asphalt shingles and installing clay tiles, and
tuck pointing the masonry. The waiting room,
the major space inside the building, will be
partially restored by removing an added floor
and repairing the original

ceiling."

106 review process is an integral
component of theNational Historic Preserva
tion Act (NHPA) of 1966, which requires
federal agencies to identify and assess the
effects their actions will have on historic

5. Section

resources.

In the case of the depot, federal
transportation department monies awarded to
the project triggered the Section 106 review.

6. LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environ
mental Design)
is an internationally recognized
system developed by the
building-certification
U.S. Green Building Council. For more infor
mation see the organization's Web site, www
.usgbc.org.
the same project team created design
to incorporate the depot into a court
to
building. Another concept was proposed
convert the depot into a restaurant, but this
also failed for lack of funding.

7. In 1994
concepts

8. The Web

site www.thegreenestbuilding.org,
sponsored by theMay T. Watts Appreciation
Society, offers several simple calculators to
estimate the embodied energy and the energy
required to tear down and replace a building.
to this site's calculators, conserva
According
to its demolition
tion of the depot, as opposed
save
and construction of a new building, would
or 168,000 gallons of
19,000,000 MBtus,
gasoline, by rehabilitating the building instead
of demolishing
it and building new on the same
site.

9. The carpet is 100% Dupont Antron Legacy
Nylon, certified as an environmentally prefer
able product (EPP). EPPs are products that
have a lesser or reduced effect on the environ
ment when compared to competitive products
that serve the same purpose.
10. Paint analysis was performed by Frank S.
to determine the paint color for the
Welsh
reconditioned exterior woodwork,
using a
sample extracted by the architect. The original
toMunsell
10 GY 2/2
finish paint was matched
and converted to PPG 503-7, Dark Green
Velvet.
11. Mortar
analysis was performed during
construction from samples extracted by the
contractor and analyzed by Soils and Materials
Their report
Engineers, in Plymouth, Michigan.
recommended a brick repointing mortar using
natural oxide pigments and a cementitious
blend of 40% portland cement to 60% Type S
hydrated lime. This cementitious blend was
in a 1:4 ratio, with finely graded natural
sand, conforming to gradations
(sub-angular)
inASTM C 270 and ASTM C 144 reference
standards.

mixed
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